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Dellâ€™s foray into the smartphone universe has been acclaimed by many and their recent venture- free
Dell Venue Pro deals is a peculiar gimmick that shouts for attention. It witnessed the markets in the
November of 2010 and had also been cited with an alternate name of Dell Lightning. This exquisite
creativity of Dell, which is gradually fermenting towards posing a fair competition to other
smartphones of its caliber, boasts Windows technology and has lots of other superior features that
are capable of keeping the buy Dell Venue Pro pay monthly user captivated.

The following points would enlighten you more about this one of its kind gadget:

Exterior:

The well-sculpted rectangular form, accentuated with a super alluring black color, sets the Dell
Venue Pro Pay Monthly Contract. This appealing chassis made of chrome side plates and
rubberized edges measures 122 x 63.5 x 15.2 mm in dimensions and can surely be a visual treat to
the consumers of latest trends. Moreover, the slider QWERTY keyboard leaves no stones unturned
when it comes to make it a head turner!

Display:

The sophisticated Free Dell Venue Pro deals has been equipped with AMOLED and capacitive
technology in its 4.1 inches touchscreen, which is blessed with 480 x 800 pixels and 16 million rich
and vivid colors. The Gorilla Glass surface adds to the strength of the screen and renders it scratch-
resistant.

Camera and Storage:

A 5 MP snapper has been interposed into the chassis of the splendid Dell Venue Pro contract,
which makes use of features like auto-focus and geo-tagging and records videos of 720p resolution.

The user can avail an option of 8GB or 16 GB as internal memory storage space with 512 MB RAM.
Also, to expand this space, the user can employ an extraneous card slot that can safeguard a
maximum 32 GB of data.

OS and Internet Facilities:

The peculiarity of Dell Venue Pro is its 1 GHz Scorpion brain that is ruled by the equally powerful
Microsoft Windows Phone 7 Operating system. Qualcomm QSD8250 Snapdragon Chipset and
Adreno 200 GPU further act as embellishments.

Class 10 EDGE and GPRS, HSDPA and HSUPA 3G, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth v2.1 with A2DP
and a micro USB v2.0 exist to connect the stupendous Dell Venue Pro pay monthly user globally
and locally.

Miscellaneous Assets:

You will be having HTML browsing, Stereo FM Radio, A-GPS and many other features. Besides it,
the Standard Li-Ion 1400 mAh battery adorns the internal features of Dell Venue Pro Monthly
Contract.
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